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Abstract: The commentaries by Calvo (2018) and Mallatt & Feinberg (2017) on my 2016
target branch out from a common conceptual node like forks in a road. Calvo criticizes me for
not acknowledging that plants too are likely to be sentient and claims I have fallen into the
kind of category error of which I accuse others ─ a zoocentric bias that fails to grant
consciousness to flora. Mallatt & Feinberg maintain that I've gone too far in granting sentience
to any species that lacks a nervous system. Calvo makes some good points but there are other
issues concerning plant sentience such as metabolic cost and ethical implications. Mallatt &
Feinberg take me to task for failing to provide supporting data. They are right, and a partial
remedy is offered. They also imply that I have misunderstand basic principles of evolutionary
biology. I think they have misunderstood my position.
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First, let me note that the target article (Reber, 2016) was an effort to convey the skeletal
framework of the CBC (Cellular Basis of Consciousness) model. It was not, and could not
possibly have been, a thorough analysis of these issues. These (and many other) issues
(similarly vexing and challenging) are dealt with in detail in Reber (2018, in press). Lacking
space to fully develop arguments which are complex and detailed, I'll briefly address here the
key points of Calvo and Mallatt & Feinberg.
Plant Sentience
Some excellent points are made by Calvo. The case for some form of consciousness in plants
is becoming stronger by the day. We're still a way from any hard conclusions, but I
acknowledge these research findings. There is also another element in the argument that
Calvo doesn't touch on ─ nor do his collaborators or others whose work he cites such as
František Baluška (2016) and Anthony Trewavas (2017): the conservative nature of
evolution. And it's one that could be argued as supporting their thesis.
Once a trait, a form, a function, or process has evolved and shown itself to have
adaptive value, it is exceedingly rare for it to be lost as other species evolve and branch off.
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In fact, this jettisoning of an adaptive characteristic is so rare that when biologist Philippe
Janvier's (2010) genetic analyses of hagfish and lampreys showed conclusively that the
hagfish did indeed lose its spine, he referred to it as an instance of a "spectacular degeneracy."
If the CBC model is correct and prokaryotes are sentient, then by the simple fact that plants
evolved later, they should have retained their capacity for sentience.
There is an additional factor that needs to be brought into the equation, however: the
metabolic expense of sentience. In single-celled motile species, sentience is an essential
feature, particularly when dealing with an environment in constant flux. The molecular
nature and concentration of the nutrients in the surrounding medium is constantly shifting;
temperature gradients are changing; the nature and valence of objects — from other
organisms and toxins to predators — is continuously shifting. Without having an awareness,
a subjective representation of these changes, without being able to make decisions — about
where to move, how to shift gene-expression (for example, from being prepared to
metabolize lactose rather than maltose when the sugars in the environment change), how to
compare current ambient temperature with the memory of what it was in a previous location
so as to determine whether to more forward or backward — a prokaryote would be a
Darwinian dead-end. Sentience is essential.
But it is metabolically expensive; there's a lot of biological cost invested in being able
to key in on, represent, and react to these many features of the environment. If a species lays
down roots, abandons its motile ways, it may just find that this aspect of existence is no longer
worth the biological effort. It might turn out to be more effective, from a natural selection
point of view, to focus instead on other forms and functions, ones that have a more immediate
evolutionary benefit.
I am not saying that this is what happened. I am simply considering the possibility that
when that chimeric symbiogenetic alga first appeared and initiated the sessile existence of
flora, it initiated the process of abandoning sentience. The issue is, ultimately, an empirical
one. Although I took an anti-plant-sentient stance in the target article, ultimately, I am
agnostic on the issue. The validity of the CBC is independent of whether plants are sentient.
For Calvo, Sahi, & Trewavas (2017), who work in the area they have dubbed "plant
neurobiology," however, the issue poses a number of other problems ─ problems with ethical
overtones that I have yet to see addressed. If they are right, ethical vegetarians and vegans
are going to have to confront some uncomfortable propositions. Again, there is a section in
Reber (2018) that discusses these issues from a utilitarian standpoint
Nervous Minds
According to Mallatt & Feinberg (M&F), a nervous system, no matter how primitive, is
necessary and sufficient for the emergence of (any of several possible forms of)
consciousness. This position, which is common among cognitive neuroscientists and
philosophers of mind (e.g., Dennett, 2017; Harnad, 2016; Key, 2016a,b) has, underlying it, the
proposition that all the behaviors observed in organisms that lack (the right kinds of) neural
systems are mechanical in nature and driven by genetic programs that operate bereft of
subjectivity. There is, from this perspective, "nothing it is like to be a neuron-free species."
They have all the awareness of the world about them of a toaster. As Dennett (2017) put it,
they have "competence" but no "comprehension."
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In their commentary, M&F note that while the CBC model, as presented in my target
article, has some intriguing elements (e.g., skirting dualism and deflecting panpsychism), they
have problems with it. Let me say that I agree with many of their criticisms. They note, for
example, that "Too little evidence is given to support such an iconoclastic claim." This is true.
They maintain that I've behaved in an unscientific manner and that "... the burden of proof is
on Reber as the claimant to find and master the scientific literature pertaining to his claim."
This is somewhat less true ─ but I appreciate the point. As with the issues raised in Calvo's
commentary, I simply didn't have the room to present the data. In Reber (2018), there is a
thorough review of prokaryotic mental capacity including:
1. A detailed exploration of the classic studies of Jennings (1906) showing compelling evidence
of avoidance learning in the single-celled eukaryote Stentor roeseli.
2. Mascher, Helmann, and Unden's (2006) work on the several mechanisms in bacteria that use
"signal-transducing systems" based on kinases that sit on the cell membrane and detect (i.e.,
sense) particular environmental stimuli and pass the information onto an internal regulatory
system that mediates the cell's response in appropriate ways (i.e., perceives). Mascher et al.
specifically characterize these mechanisms as ones that allow prokaryotes to perceive and
interpret the valences of sensory inputs.
3. Mitchell et al.’s (2009) finding that both E. coli and a yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, can learn
to "foresee" (their term) forthcoming events and begin responding prior to their onset. They
repeatedly presented lactose to both species, followed soon afterward by maltose. Over time
the bacteria made anticipatory adjustments in metabolic function to process maltose more
efficiently. This was genuine learning of a stimulus-stimulus pairing and not simply
sensitization. When they switched the order and presented maltose first, the bacteria failed
to show the metabolic adaptation.
4. Mathis and Ackermann's (2016, 2017) demonstration of relatively long-term memory in
bacteria. They subjected cells to several waves of an aversive, concentrated salt solution
before cell division. Then, after division ─ and after the daughter cells had relocated ─ they
reintroduced the toxic salts. The resulting cell death rate in the population of mother cells was
significantly lower than among the daughter cells, and this prophylactic effect lasted up to two
hours. The bacteria that stayed in the same environment retained a mental representation of
events there and showed a readiness to make appropriate metabolic shifts to deal with the
toxic salts should they recur. The motile daughter cells, the ones that left for a new and
presumably safe location, had no need to hold on to a memory of the earlier events and failed
to make the same kinds of metabolic adjustments. As a result, they succumbed at a higher rate
─ despite having identical genetic makeup.
5. Computational physicist Jané Kondev's (2014) explorations of diet-selection functions in
bacteria where the data were sufficiently compelling to provoke him to ask the question,
"Does E. coli have free will?"
6. There is (much) more here, including decision-making operations, clear demonstrations of
affect, both within- and between-colony communication among prokaryotes, and the
remarkable report from Gürol Süel's lab of evidence for a primitive form of altruistic
cooperation (see Prindle et al., 2015, for details).

For a motile organism living in an ever-changing environment, such a range of functions
requires sentience: awareness of self as an existential element. M&F say the burden of proof
for attributing sentience to unicellular organisms falls upon those who make such claims.
They are right. It does; and I've tried to adduce the evidence. But there is a burden critics
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must shoulder as well: to present some principled reason(s) conscious experience cannot
exist without a nervous system.
M&F also make some comments about my position and the manner in which it is
developed that I found troublesome ─ though I suspect that if/when they get a chance to read
Reber (2018), we may all find that the disagreements are minor or nonexistent. For example,
they state: "These principles appear to presuppose that evolution proceeds in a straight line
from simple to complex as if directed up a pyramid."
There is nothing in my pyramid metaphor that implies a "straight line" of evolution,
and there is certainly no claim that any of it is "directed." It simply uses the conceptual design
feature of having a firm foundation upon which additional forms and functions evolve. No
directionality is implied. It's also a scaffolding that uses formal logical and evolutionary
biological principles. There is no constraint on the manner of variation within levels. There
is no principle that says evolution must move up levels. There are no implied restrictions on
the development of novel forms and functions. The details can be found in Reber (1993) and
Schank and Wimsatt (1988).
And this: "If Reber (and Velmans, 2016) were to apply their non-emergent arguments
to life, they would have to say life could not have evolved step-by-step because it could not
have blinked into existence instantaneously from a nonliving entity." I won't speak for
Velmans here but assigning this conclusion to me is just off the mark. Of course, life "blinked
into existence." We don't know if it was "instantaneous" or the result of an accretion of
prebiotic functions that reached some kind of existential threshold. Likely the latter.
There's an "origin of life" sub-discipline within biology where issues such as these are
actively researched. John Sutherland and coworkers, for example, recently identified a route
through which RNA could have formed without the need for enzymes (see Patel et al., 2015,
for details). They've managed to create precursors of nucleic acid with rather mundane
molecules like hydrogen cyanide and hydrogen sulfide and a bit of ultraviolet light. And it's
quite likely that other similar "short-cuts" to life will be uncovered in years to come. All I am
claiming is that when these problems get worked out, we are almost certainly going to see
that the initial (and only) emergence of sentience accompanied the first biotic forms.
Finally, I am aware of the excellent work that Feinberg & Mallatt (2016) have done in
the neurosciences. Their model is discussed at length in Reber (2018) as is the notably similar
theory of Barron and Klein (2016).
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The Other Minds Problem: Animal Sentience and Cognition
Overview. Since Descartes, philosophers know there is no way to know for sure what — or whether — others feel
(not even if they tell you). Science, however, is not about certainty but about probability and evidence. The 7.5
billion individual members of the human species can tell us what they are feeling. But there are 9 million other
species on the planet (20 quintillion individuals), from elephants to jellyfish, with which humans share biological
and cognitive ancestry, but not one other species can speak: Which of them can feel — and what do they feel?
Their human spokespersons — the comparative psychologists, ethologists, evolutionists, and cognitive
neurobiologists who are the world’s leading experts in “mind-reading" other species -- will provide a sweeping
panorama of what it feels like to be an elephant, ape, whale, cow, pig, dog, bat, chicken, fish, lizard, lobster, snail:
This growing body of facts about nonhuman sentience has profound implications not only for our understanding of
human cognition, but for our treatment of other sentient species.
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